**AVerMedia® AVerVision Microscope Adapter**

1. Check the package contents

   - Coupler
   - 2 Adapters (28mm & 34mm) and 6 Screws

2. Select the appropriate size that would fit the microscope eyepiece, then screw the 3 screws to the adapter holes only enough for the screws to be set into the adaptor. Do not screw all the way.

3. Insert and twist (clockwise) the adapter onto the coupler.

4. Adjust the microscope focus to the best clarity. Then, connect the microscope eyepiece to the AVerVision adapter and tighten the three screws until the adaptor is firmly secure to the eyepiece.
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Made in Taiwan
5 Connect the coupler to AVerVision camera head.

6 Connect AVerVision with the microscope.

7 You may now adjust the focus from AVerVision focus wheel.

If the image remains blurry even when focusing, the focus wheel may have exceeded its turning limitation and may be separated from the lens. In this case, remove the microscopic adaptor and turn the lens clockwise. Then place the microscopic adaptor back in place to resume focus from the focus wheel.